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Abstract: Vehicle front-end structure has the characteristic of symmetry. The damage of occupants in
the crash process is determined by the combined effect of the front-end structure and the restraint
system of the vehicle. In this paper, the coupling relationship and an optimized method for the
vehicle front-end structure and restraint system are studied based on vehicle crash dynamics, to
reduce occupant injury. A fast solution algorithm for occupant motion response was established
using a crash analytical model. Then, an occupant response database was established using the
algorithm, to analyze the coupling relationship between the crash pulse and the restraint specific
stiffness, with respect to the curve shape and parameters. The results showed that the combination of
the concave crash pulse and upward restraint stiffness curve was the best coupling. Subsequently, a
coupled optimization method of a concave pulse and upward restraint stiffness was proposed and
combined with a crash analytical model and genetic algorithm (GA). The crash pulse and restraint
stiffness of vehicle crash data from the NHTSA databases were optimized, as an example, to verify
the effectiveness of the method. The optimal occupant acceleration was reduced by 44%. In addition,
the feasibility of the optimal result is discussed, to provide a reference for occupant injury protection
in traffic accidents.

Keywords: occupant injury; vehicle crash pulse; occupant restraint system; optimization design

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of the global economy and science and
technology, the automobile industry has been growing and car ownership is constantly
increasing [1,2]. The ensuing traffic safety problems are an increasing concerned for society.
According to a World Health Organization statistics report, road traffic accidents are the
eighth leading cause of death worldwide and about 1.35 million people die in traffic
accidents every year [3,4]. In road traffic accidents, the probability of a frontal crash is
the highest, accounting for about 40% [5]. Therefore, it is of great significance to reduce
occupant injury in vehicle frontal crashes, to improve road traffic safety [6].

In a vehicle frontal crash, occupant injury is determined by the front-end structure and
restraint system [7,8]. The front-end structure of a vehicle includes the front anticollision
beam, energy absorption box, longitudinal beam, front seats, and sub-frame, etc., which
have good symmetry in space. In current engineering design strategies, the design of the
front-end structures occurs before the restraint system [9,10]. In recent years, experts have
used vehicle structure crashworthiness design to increase the structural energy absorption
and stability in the crash process, so as to increase the safety of occupants. Qin et al.
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proposed a two-level multiple cross-sectional shape optimization of an automotive body
frame, to obtain the optimal transfer path of vehicles during a crash [11]. Szlosarek et al.
studied the crushing properties of carbon fiber for application to the front-end energy
absorption structure of vehicles [12]. Zhang et al. proposed bio-inspired multi-cell tubes
with quadrilateral, hexagonal, and octagonal sections, to design a crashworthy body
structure [13].

Other studies did not discuss the specific design method of the front-end structure of
the vehicle body, but studied the impact of the vehicle crash pulse on occupant injury in
the process of a frontal collision [14]. Some computer-based method are also been applied
to obtained the influence rule of parameters, e.g., multitask learning network [15]. Crash
pulse is the acceleration of a vehicle in the collision process, which can be used as the
overall design objective of the front-end structure of an auto-body and also as the basic data
to design a restraint system [16]. Iraeus et al. analyzed the effect of the minimum pulse
shape on chest injury prediction in real-life frontal crashes [17]. Ito et al. optimized the
crash pulse to protect occupants at various impact velocities [18]. Urbina et al. simplified
the crash pulse and designed its crashworthiness to reduce occupant injury [19].

The design of a restraint system is usually carried out after the design of the vehicle
body structure and crash pulse [20]. Huang et al. optimized airbag parameters for the
Chinese body size [21]. Liu et al. conducted multiobjective optimization of the cooperative
controls between the autonomous emergency steering (AES) and occupant restraint system
(ORS) in a vehicle frontal crash [22]. Wang et al. proposed a multiobjective optimization
design for an occupant restraint system considering interval correlation [23]. These restraint
system design methods mainly focused on the optimization of the system parameters but
ignored a synchronous design with the body structure. This leads to a small design space for
the restraint system and difficulties in compensating for defects in the structural design [24].
It is necessary to present design requirements from the perspective of “restraint coupling”
in the initial phase of the safety design. How to achieve the best occupant protection effect
from the perspective of coupling design is the key problem addressed in this paper.

From the perspective of vehicle dynamics, the occupant response in the crash pro-
cess is determined by the vibration coupling effect between the front-end structure and
the restraint system [25]. As the response parameters related to coupling are numerous
and interactional, coupling effect is studied in the theoretical field of crash dynamics.
Huang et al. [25] simplified the complex vehicle frontal collision process into a classical
mass spring model and proposed that the relationship between the crash pulse and re-
straint system is vibration coupling. Considering a simplified linear restraint system,
Cheng et al. [26] suggested that an optimal coupled design of vehicle structure and ORS
can make the occupant response a constant value. Qiu et al. [27] pointed out the importance
of the coupling between vehicle structure and ORS. Meanwhile, other researchers carried
out relevant studies, in terms of the stiffness characteristics of ORS [28,29] and ride-down
energy [30–32] and reported a series of coupling research results.

The above literature studied the optimal design of the crash pulse at a theoretical
level using a simplified linear restraint stiffness and discussed the division of energy
absorption between the vehicle structure and ORS. The existing design methods simplify
ORS into a linear system, which is convenient for theoretical calculation, but cannot guide
the parameter design of the restraint system, due to the few characteristic parameters
involved. In addition, while the existing studies focused on the coupling between crash
pulse and restraint systems, they still cannot be designed synchronously. Moreover, specific
coupling design strategies or methods with engineering guiding significance have not
yet been formulated. Thus, based on a simple vehicle–occupant crash analytical model,
this paper established a database of crash pulses–restraint system stiffnesses–occupant
responses. Design strategies for the crash pulse and restraint system stiffness curve,
regarding shape and parameters were studied through a database analysis. A coupling
optimization algorithm is proposed, to design crash pulse and restraint system parameters
simultaneously. This coupling method provides a target for the crashworthiness design of
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complex and symmetrical vehicle front-end structures and avoids the process of repeated
trial and error in structural design.

Compared with the existing references, this work makes four contributions: (1) a fast
solution algorithm of occupant motion response is derived using a crash analytical model,
with the input of crash pulse and restraint stiffness; (2) from a qualitative perspective, the
coupling relationship of the curve shape and parameters between the crash pulse and
restraint system stiffness are analyzed using an occupant response database; (3) combined
with a crash analytical model and GA, a coupled optimization method is established, to
design parameters for crash pulse and restraint system stiffness; (4) finally, the feasibility of
an optimal design scheme to protect the occupant in traffic accidents is discussed.

2. Fast Solution Algorithm for a Vehicle—Occupant Crash Analytical Model
2.1. Vehicle–Occupant Crash Analytical Model

Matthew Huang et al. [25] used a classical simplified vehicle–occupant crash analytical
model, which selected appropriate description parameters from the complex nonlinear
system, to elaborate the interactions among the vehicle, occupant, and restraint system
during the crash process. In the model, the vehicle and the occupant were simplified to
mass blocks. The front-end structure and the restraint system were simplified to springs,
according to the energy absorption characteristics. The relationship between the front-
end structure and the restraint system was essentially vibration coupling. The vibration
response of the occupant was solved by the frontal crash model, with the crash pulse as
the system excitation and the restraint system characteristics as the system stiffness. This
model was verified in the references [33–35].

The vehicle–occupant crash analytical model in Figure 1 can be further simplified
under the condition that the crash pulse is known. As shown in Figure 1, M and m are
the mass of the vehicle and occupant, respectively; xv and xo are the displacement of
the vehicle and the occupant, respectively; and k is the equivalent stiffness of ORS. The
occupant response is the result of the coupled vibration of the crash pulse a(t) and the
equivalent stiffness k of ORS. The vibration equation can be expressed by Equation (1).

..
xo/v +

k
m xo/v = − ..

xv
..
xo/v +

k
m xo/v = − ..

xv
(1)

where xo/v is the displacement of the occupant relative to the vehicle, and
..
xo/v is the

acceleration of the occupant relative to the vehicle. The motion response of the occupant is
calculated as

xo = A sin(ωnt + ϕ) + R
( ..

xv
)
+ xv (2)

where A is the amplitude, ωn is the natural frequency of ORS, ϕ is the phase angle, and
R
( ..

xv
)

is the particular solution of the vibration equation.
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2.2. The Approximation of Vehicle Crash Pulse

The crash pulse is the deceleration history of the vehicle during a crash, which records
various physical quantities of the crash. Due to the relative complexity of a crash pulse,
it is difficult to establish a direct relationship with the structural parameters of the ve-
hicle. Therefore, a crash pulse often needs to be simplified to support the study of the
crashworthiness of a vehicle.

The frequently used simplified crash pulses include an equivalent square pulse, equiv-
alent dual-trapezia pulse, multi-step pulse, and Fourier pulse. These equivalent pulses
can reflect a series of important information during the crash, the crash energy, and the
moment of maximum deformation. The appropriate equivalent pulse should be selected to
meet the specific needs when analyzing different problems.

Theoretically, the crash pulse can be simplified into any form required by the research
purpose, but the simplified pulse needs to meet the fundamental criteria of the crash
pulse [36], which are detailed as follows:

1. The integral of the simplified pulse in time domain equals the initial crash velocity of
the vehicle.

v0 =
∫ tE

0
a(t)dt (3)

2. The vehicle decelerates from the initial crash speed to zero, the time tE
remains unchanged.

3. The displacement obtained by simplified pulse equals the maximum deformation
displacement of the vehicle dmax.

dmax =
∫ tE

0

[
v0 −

∫ tE

0
a(t)dt

]
dt (4)

4. The integral of the simplified crash pulse in the displacement domain equals the
total energy absorption of vehicle in the crash, which is the initial kinetic energy of
the vehicle.

1
2

v2
0 =

∫ dmax

0
a(d)dd (5)

2.3. The Approximation of Occupant Restraint Stiffness

As shown in Figure 2, the ORS is mainly comprised of the seat belts, airbags, seats,
and other parts. When a crash occurs, the ORS restricts the occupant motion in the vehicle,
by exerting force on the occupant for purpose of occupant protection [37–40].
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The comprehensive response of ORS can be expressed by the stiffness characteristics of
the restraint system. To facilitate research and applications in conceptual design, a series of
simplified methods can be made using the characteristics of the ORS. The current simplified
methods for restraint system stiffness curves include single linear restraint stiffness, bilinear
restraint stiffness, trapezoidal restraint stiffness, and double trapezoidal restraint stiffness.

The simplified stiffness characteristics for the restraint system should satisfy the
following basic criteria:

(1) The maximum relative displacement of the occupant Dov remains unchanged.
(2) The energy absorbed by the ORS remains unchanged.

2.4. Fast Solution Algorithm of Occupant Response

The occupant response can be obtained directly by solving the vehicle–occupant crash
analytical model. However, the solution process of the differential equation becomes very
difficult when the input crash pulse or restraint stiffness is relatively complex. Therefore,
based on the definition of ORS, a fast solution algorithm for the vehicle–occupant crash
analytical model is introduced in this section [41]. The formulas of the fast solution
algorithm are as follows:

..
xo(i) = k(i)[xo(i)− xv(i)] (6)
.
xo(i) =

.
xo(i− 1)− .

xo(i)t (7)

xo(i) = xo(i− 1) +
.
x(i)t− 1

2
..
xo(i)t2 (8)

The fast solution algorithm can be used as a quick tool to study the coupling relation-
ship between the crash pulse and restraint stiffness.

In a FRB crash experiment, the front-end structure of the vehicle deforms, to absorb the
impact energy, and the vehicle is in a deceleration process. However, the lower end of the
B-pillar or the position of the seat beam deforms little during a frontal crash. Generally, the
acceleration signal measured at the position without deformation in the collision process is
taken as the crash pulse of the vehicle. After CFC60 filtering, a crash pulse extracted from
the NHTSA database in a FRB condition for a certain vehicle is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Crash pulse of a vehicle during a FRB test. (a) Crash pulse in the time domain. (b) Crash
pulse in the displacement domain.

A crash pulse can be divided into time domain and displacement domain, according
to the direction of its coordinates. A crash pulse in the time domain (shown in Figure 3a),
namely the acceleration–time curve, is the kinematic signal that can be directly measured
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in a collision test. In the vehicle safety development stage, a crash in the time domain
can be used as the input condition for the restraint system, to calculate the occupant
response. The crash pulse in displacement domain (shown as Figure 3b), namely the
acceleration–displacement curve, is obtained by integrating the curve in the time domain
twice. The acceleration–displacement curve represents the relationship between the crash
force and the longitudinal (collision direction) position of the vehicle body, which can be
used to guide the energy absorption design of the structure.

If the occupant is reduced to a particle, the force of the restraint system on the occupant
can be made equivalent to a concentrated force, then the overall performance of the restraint
system can be expressed using a restraint system characteristic. The curve of the occupant
acceleration–relative displacement can approximately represent the force–displacement
curve of the restraint system and is defined as a restraint stiffness curve. After CFC120
filtering, the restraint stiffness of a certain vehicle extracted from the NHTSA databases is
shown in Figure 4. The shape characteristics of the constraint stiffness curve (black dashed
line in Figure 4) were simplified to the bilinear restraint stiffness shown in the red line.
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The crash pulse in Figure 3a was discretized, and the unit time after discretization was
0.0001 s. The discrete crash pulse and the simplified bilinear restraint stiffness were put
into the vehicle–occupant crash analytical model, and then the model was solved using
the proposed algorithm, to obtain the occupant acceleration, as shown by the red line in
Figure 5. Compared with the occupant acceleration of the test data (black dotted line in
Figure 5), the peak error of the calculated result was less than 1%, and the curve variation
trend was basically the same. This indicated that the proposed algorithm has sufficient
accuracy and could be used to further study the occupant response.
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3. Analysis of the Coupling Relationship between Crash Pulse and Restraint Stiffness
3.1. Occupant Response Database

Based on the crash pulse in Figure 3, a total of twenty simplified crash pulses are
proposed. According to the simplification criteria for the crash pulse, the area between each
simplified pulse and the time axis is equal to the initial crash speed of the vehicle in the FRB
test: v0 = 15.64 m/s. Using the crash pulse to calculate the velocity of the vehicle in the crash
process, it can be shown that the velocity of the vehicle is zero at the time of 0.0693 s, and
then the total width t of each simplified pulse in the time domain is 0.0693 s. As shown in
Table 1, the simplified crash pulses are divided into five categories according to their shape:
rectangular pulse, upward pulse, downward pulse, convex pulse, and concave pulse.

Table 1. Simplified crash pulses.

Type Simplified Crash Pulses

rectangular
pulse
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Table 1. Cont.

Type Simplified Crash Pulses

upward pulse
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Based on the characteristic curve of the ORS in Figure 4, ten simplified restraint
stiffness curves are proposed. Through calculation, the energy-absorbing density of the
original restraint system is 75.42 (m/s)2 and the maximum relative displacement is 0.3 m.
According to the simplification criteria of the stiffness characteristics of the restraint system,
the area between each simplified curve and axis of the relative displacement is equal to
75.42 (m/s)2 and the total width Dov of each simplified curve is 0.3 m. As shown in Table 2,
the simplified restraint stiffness curves can be divided into three types according to their
shape: upward curve, convex curve, and concave curve.
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Table 2. Simplified restraint stiffness curves.

Type Simplified Restraint Stiffness Curves

upward curve
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A4 51.25  34.54  86.38  34.14  47.78  38.40  36.05  51.18  45.53  44.38  

A5 50.37  33.97  79.39  34.16  46.29  38.39  35.91  51.28  43.54  41.62  

A6 46.44  32.04  72.73  34.19  38.75  38.41  36.00  44.79  39.43  37.25  

A7 49.50  33.09  79.53  34.19  42.47  38.29  36.06  51.29  42.00  36.92  

A8 51.29  35.41  80.71  34.19  50.94  38.50  35.91  51.28  47.00  49.52  

A9 50.60  34.49  78.19  34.18  47.97  38.26  35.96  51.26  44.71  45.38  

A10 51.25  36.09  82.20  34.09  51.36  38.36  35.86  51.18  48.82  53.27  

A11 46.44  32.77  69.98  34.15  41.92  38.37  35.88  50.57  41.10  42.24  

A12 51.25  36.31  87.63  34.09  51.17  38.44  35.84  51.14  48.82  50.06  

A13 48.58  33.12  75.76  34.12  43.06  38.39  36.02  50.49  41.66  39.29  

A14 48.58  33.53  74.20  34.15  44.56  38.24  36.03  51.29  42.38  42.39  

A15 50.82  34.28  79.79  34.12  47.43  38.39  36.05  51.27  44.19  42.94  

A16 36.10  28.63  51.51  34.19  25.58  38.46  35.95  41.48  33.89  41.25  
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A18 36.94  29.08  54.19  34.15  27.26  38.27  35.91  42.95  34.66  42.40  

A19 42.18  30.79  63.12  34.16  34.31  38.45  35.87  41.87  35.53  40.06  

A20 39.24  29.55  56.28  34.19  28.50  38.46  36.01  40.16  33.91  38.64  
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NO. B10

The occupant response database was established using the fast solution algorithm and
y combining the simplified crash pulse (Table 1) and the simplified restraint stiffness curve
(Table 2). The peak occupant accelerations extracted from the occupant response database
are shown in Table 3.

3.2. Qualitative Analysis

To study the influence of the crash pulse shape and restraint stiffness curve on the
occupant acceleration, the average peak occupant acceleration corresponding to each group
of crash pulses and restraint stiffnesses in the occupant response database was calculated.
The sequence number of the pulses, peak value of each set of crash pulses, and restraint
stiffness curve, as well as the corresponding average peak occupant acceleration, are
recorded in Table 4.

In Table 4, concave pulses (A16, A17, A18, A19, and A20) have a lower average peak
occupant acceleration, which indicates that a concave pulse has a better coupling effect
with restraint stiffness. In addition, the rectangular pulse A1 is a second-tier pulse, which
is worse than the concave pulse. Except for A5, the average peak occupant acceleration of
the upward pulses (A2, A3, A4, A6, and A7), downward pulses (A8, A9, A10, and A11),
and convex pulses (A12, A13, and A14) increase with the increase of the peak value of the
crash pulse. This shows that, for the upward, downward, and convex pulses, the pulses
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with a higher peak value of crash pulse have a worse quality. In addition, the range of the
average peak occupant acceleration in the same category of crash pulse is within 5 g.

Table 3. Peak occupant accelerations.

Peak Occupant
Acceleration (g/m2) B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10

A1 45.67 32.11 69.25 34.16 39.36 38.37 36.04 46.26 39.27 39.28
A2 51.28 34.36 84.41 34.09 47.33 38.39 36.04 51.19 44.80 42.28
A3 50.59 33.87 80.73 34.15 45.85 38.24 36.04 51.27 43.49 40.19
A4 51.25 34.54 86.38 34.14 47.78 38.40 36.05 51.18 45.53 44.38
A5 50.37 33.97 79.39 34.16 46.29 38.39 35.91 51.28 43.54 41.62
A6 46.44 32.04 72.73 34.19 38.75 38.41 36.00 44.79 39.43 37.25
A7 49.50 33.09 79.53 34.19 42.47 38.29 36.06 51.29 42.00 36.92

A8 51.29 35.41 80.71 34.19 50.94 38.50 35.91 51.28 47.00 49.52
A9 50.60 34.49 78.19 34.18 47.97 38.26 35.96 51.26 44.71 45.38
A10 51.25 36.09 82.20 34.09 51.36 38.36 35.86 51.18 48.82 53.27
A11 46.44 32.77 69.98 34.15 41.92 38.37 35.88 50.57 41.10 42.24
A12 51.25 36.31 87.63 34.09 51.17 38.44 35.84 51.14 48.82 50.06
A13 48.58 33.12 75.76 34.12 43.06 38.39 36.02 50.49 41.66 39.29
A14 48.58 33.53 74.20 34.15 44.56 38.24 36.03 51.29 42.38 42.39
A15 50.82 34.28 79.79 34.12 47.43 38.39 36.05 51.27 44.19 42.94
A16 36.10 28.63 51.51 34.19 25.58 38.46 35.95 41.48 33.89 41.25
A17 42.48 30.86 63.24 34.17 34.58 38.45 35.98 42.20 35.94 39.29
A18 36.94 29.08 54.19 34.15 27.26 38.27 35.91 42.95 34.66 42.40
A19 42.18 30.79 63.12 34.16 34.31 38.45 35.87 41.87 35.53 40.06
A20 39.24 29.55 56.28 34.19 28.50 38.46 36.01 40.16 33.91 38.64

Table 4. Average peak occupant acceleration.

No. Average Peak Occupant
Acceleration (g)

Peak Value of
Crash Pulse (g) No. Average Peak

Occupant Acceleration (g)
Peak Value of Restraint

Stiffness (g)

A1 41.98 23 B1 47.04 51.3
A2 46.42 46.1 B2 32.95 33
A3 45.45 34.6 B3 73.46 77
A4 46.97 69.1 B4 34.15 34.2
A5 45.49 27.6 B5 41.83 51.3
A6 42.00 30.7 B6 38.38 38.5
A7 44.33 34.5 B7 35.97 36.1
A8 47.48 46.1 B8 48.22 51.3
A9 46.10 34.5 B9 41.53 38.5

A10 48.25 69.1 B10 42.43 36.2
A11 43.34 30.7
A12 48.48 46.1
A13 44.05 30.7
A14 44.53 30.7
A15 45.93 27.6
A16 36.70 46.1

A17 39.72 30.7
A18 37.58 34.5
A19 39.63 27.6
A20 37.49 51.8

By comparing the crash pulses with the same peak value, it can be seen that the of
quality of the concave pulse, upward pulse, downward pulse, and convex pulse decreases
successively. In addition, the average peak occupant acceleration of the concave pulse is
much lower than that of other categories of crash pulse with the same peak value, which
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again indicates that the quality of the concave pulse is obviously better than the other types
of pulse.

According to the average peak occupant acceleration corresponding to the restraint
stiffness in Table 4, B2 and B4 with the lowest average peak occupant acceleration also have
lower peak values of restraint stiffness. In addition, exception for B10, the average peak
occupant acceleration increases with the increase of the peak value of restraint stiffness,
which indicates that the peak value of restraint stiffness is closely related to the peak
occupant acceleration.

When comparing B7 and B10 that have the same peak value, the average peak occupant
acceleration of the convex curve is lower than that of downward curve in the condition
where the peak value of restraint stiffness is the same. Under the same conditions, the
average peak occupant acceleration of the convex curve is higher than that of upward
curve, when comparing B6 with B9, B1, B5, and B8. Therefore, in the case with the same
peak value for restraint stiffness, the quality of the upward, convex, and downward waves
decreases successively.

To further analyze the coupling relationship between the crash pulse and restraint
stiffness, the crash pulse was taken as the X-axis and the restraint stiffness curve as the
Y-axis, and the peak occupant acceleration corresponding to the crash pulse and restraint
stiffness curve were drawn in a 3D scatter-plot. As shown in Figure 6, in the area where
crash pulses A16, A18, and A20 are combined with restraint stiffness B2 and B5, the peak
occupant acceleration is the lowest (less than 30 g). It should be noticed that A16, A18, and
A20 are concave pulses, while B2 and B5 are upward curves. Therefore, it can be seen that
the concave crash pulse and upward restraint stiffness curve have the best coupling effect.
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Along the Y-axis direction in Figure 6, the peak occupant acceleration of the areas
A16 and A20, and A1 and A6 is smaller than that of the others. In addition, for the other
crash pulses, the contours of the peak occupant acceleration have almost no change along
the Y-axis direction. This indicates that in the design of a crash pulse, adopting a concave,
rectangular, or relatively gentle crash pulse can provide more design space to match the
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ORS. In the X-axis direction, the peak occupant accelerations of B2, B4, B6, and B7 have no
significant changes, which indicates that these restraint stiffnesses have a better tolerance
for matching the crash pulses. The choice of these restraint stiffness can leave more space
for the design of the crash pulse. Compared with the various groups of restraint stiffness
curves mentioned above, other types of restraint stiffness curves are less compatible with
the crash pulse. In particular, if the restraint stiffness is of the type B3, it is difficult to match
the appropriate crash pulse, due to the high peak occupant acceleration.

In general, the shape of a crash pulse is the main factor affecting the occupant acceler-
ation; and the quality of a concave pulse, rectangular pulse, upward pulse, convex pulse,
and downward pulse decreases in turn. The peak value of a crash pulse is the secondary
factor affecting occupant acceleration. For the same crash pulse shape, the higher the peak
value, the worse the crash pulse quality. Instead, the peak value of restraint stiffness is the
main factor affecting occupant acceleration, and the higher the peak value, the worse the
quality of restraint stiffness. The shape of the restraint stiffness curve is the secondary factor
affecting the occupant acceleration. When the peak value of the restraint stiffness curve
is the same, the quality of the upward curve, convex curve, and concave curve decreases
progressively. From the perspective of coupling, a concave pulse or nearly rectangular
crash pulse should be selected to match a bilinear restraint stiffness, under the premise
of controlling the peak value of the restraint stiffness, so that a better coupling effect is
obtained. A concave or nearly rectangular crash pulse can be selected to match a single or
double trapezoidal restraint stiffness. In this way, a large design space of crash pulse and
restraint stiffness can be obtained under a given requirement of peak occupant acceleration.

4. Coupling Optimization Design of Crash Pulse and Restraint Stiffness
4.1. Coupling Optimization Method

In this section, the coupling of a concave pulse and bilinear restraint stiffness, which
has a good effect, is taken as an example, to study the matching strategy in an FRB test.
Based on the fast solution algorithm, a coupling optimization method suitable for the
conceptual design was proposed using the variable recognition function of the GA [42–46].

In the conceptual design phase of vehicle safety, the occupant safety requirements are
given, and it is assumed that the energy absorption space of the vehicle’s front structure
and the available space in the occupant’s cabin are all exhausted. The occupant safety
requirements include both the peak occupant acceleration B and the maximum occupant
living space Dov. The total width of the crash pulse in the displacement domain D corre-
sponds to the energy absorption space of the front-end of the vehicle. Since the fast solution
algorithm is applicable to the coupling solution of the crash pulse in the time domain, a
concave pulse in the displacement domain needs to be converted into the time domain in
the optimization process.

The parameters defining a concave pulse in the time domain are shown in Figure 7,
where a1, a2, and a3 are the heights of the three-stage concave pulse; and t1, t2, and t3 are the
widths of the three-stage concave pulse, respectively. According to the physical significance
of the crash pulse and the characteristics of the concave pulse, the parameters of a concave
pulse should meet the following requirements:

(a1t1 + a2t2a3 + a3t3)× g = v0 (9)

a1, a3 ≥ a2 ≥ 0 (10)

t1 + t2 + t3 = t (11)

Utilizing Equations (9) and (11), this can be given as:{
t3 = t− t1 − t2

a3 = v0/g−a1t1−a2t2
t3

(12)
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Therefore, t1, t2, a1, and a2 are the design parameters of a concave pulse in the
time domain.

The integral of the crash pulse in the displacement domain is the total energy absorp-
tion density of the vehicle in the crash process. The total absorbed energy of a vehicle in
the FRB test equals the initial kinetic energy of the vehicle:{

vi = vi−1 −
∫ ti

ti−1
aidt

di =
∫ ti

ti−1
(vi−1 −

∫ ti
ti−1

aidt)dt
i = 1, 2, 3 (13)

If a1, a2, d1, and d2 are the design variables of the crash pulse in the displacement
domain, a3 and d3 should satisfy Equation (14).{

d1 + d2 + d3 = D
a1d1 + a2d2 + a3d3 = 1

2 v2
0

(14)

The widths of the steps t1, t2, and t3 correspond to the displacements d1, d2, and d3,
respectively, and the conversion formulas are as follows:

t1 =
v0−
√

v2
0−2a1d1

a1

t2 = (v0−a1t1)−
√

(v0−a1t1)
2−2a2d2

a2

t3 = (v0−a1t1−a2t2)−
√

(v0−a1t1−a2t2)
2−2a3d3

a3
d3 = D− d1 − d2

a3 =
v2

0−2a1d1−2a2d2
2(D−d1−d2)

(15)

The parameters defining the bilinear restraint stiffness curve are shown in Figure 8, k1
and k2 are the two-stage stiffnesses of the bilinear restraint stiffness curve, respectively; Dov
is the maximum occupant relative displacement; dov1 is the occupant relative displacement
corresponding to the inflection point of the bilinear restraint stiffness curve; and B is the
peak occupant acceleration of the bilinear restraint stiffness curve. Dov corresponds to the
maximum occupant living space in the conceptual design phase and can be determined in
advance. The peak occupant acceleration B represents the safety index of a frontal crash
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and should also be limited in the conceptual design phase. Hence, the designability of Dov
and B is low. Combined with the characteristics of the bilinear restraint stiffness curve,
the inflection point (d4, a4) of the bilinear restraint stiffness curve is taken as the design
variable, and k1 and k2 can be calculated using{

k1 = a4
d4

k2 = B−a4
Dov−d4

(16)
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A flowchart for coupling optimization is shown in Figure 9. The optimization target is
the peak occupant acceleration, and the smaller the better. The design variables are set to
the usual range for engineering. The population p0 is 100, the MAXGEN is 300, the fixed
crossover probability Pc is 0.7, and the fixed mutation probability Pm is 0.01.

4.2. Optimization Example

Based on the vehicle data mentioned in Section 2.4, the proposed optimization algo-
rithm was used to perform coupling optimization of the crash pulse and restraint stiffness
for the vehicle [47]. The parameter formula of the optimization algorithm can be defined
as follows: 

Find : X = [a1, a2, a4, d1, d2, d4]
T

Min : aomax
s.t. 0 ≤ a1 ≤ 50g 0 ≤ a2 ≤ 50g

0 < a3 ≤ 30g 0 ≤ a4 ≤ 38.7g
0 ≤ d1 ≤ 0.325 0 ≤ d2 ≤ 0.325
0 ≤ d4 ≤ 0.3

(17)

After 300 iterations, as shown in Figure 10, the final optimized peak occupant ac-
celeration was 22.5 g, and the peak occupant acceleration had decreased by 44%. The
optimized crash pulse and bilinear restraint stiffness curves are shown in Figures 11 and 12,
respectively. The optimization result was consistent with the conclusion in Section 3.2
that the coupling effect of a concave crash pulse and convex bilinear restraint stiffness
curve is the best option. A comparison of optimization results with the original data is
shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that the optimized result was significantly better than
the original data. The coupling of the concave crash pulse with bilinear constraint stiffness
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can bring forward the peak of occupant acceleration and keep the acceleration stable in the
medium term.
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5. Discussion

Using the coupling optimization algorithm, the final design of the crash pulse was a
concave pulse, which could be divided into three phases: high, low, and moderate level, and
the restraint stiffness was a bilinear convex curve. In this section, the engineering feasibility
of the concave crash pulse and bilinear restraint stiffness will be discussed further.

A crash pulse is the crashworthiness design objective for the vehicle front-end struc-
ture, and it is necessary to reasonably design the deformation mode of the structure to
obtain the target pulse. Experience suggests that the main deformation modes of the
front-end structure in the crash process are crushing and bending. A structure with reg-
ular collapse deformation absorbs the most energy and the crash reaction force can be
maintained at a higher level, which shows that a regular collapse is the ideal deformation
mode. By contrast, local bending of the structure will produce a lower crash force. Thus, a
concave crash pulse can be realized by appropriately designing the crushing and bending
deformation modes of the structure. Note that the cross-section of the structure designed
to bend should be the weakest part in the front rail. This means that, for the front rail, these
points deform first. Therefore, in the design process, it is important to address the buckling
of the weaker parts before the final collapse.

For the structural design, new material technologies provide methods for realizing
the control of the crash force. The tensile, compressive, and shear strength of strain rate-
sensitive materials varies significantly under different strain rates. During the initial phase
of a crash, the front-end energy-absorbing structure made of a strain-rate-sensitive material
deforms rapidly and the crash reaction force is high. As the crash velocity decreases, the
strain rate effect weakens rapidly and the reaction force decreases. In the final phase of the
crash, the energy-absorbing space of the vehicle front-end decreases, and the reaction force
starts to increase as the deformed structures are gradually compacted.

The restraint stiffness curve of an ORS represents the energy-absorbing characteristics
of the restraint system and can be used as the performance design objective for the ORS in
the conceptual design phase. At present, the matching of a ORS is mainly used to design
the performance parameters of the safety belt, airbag, steering string, and other subsystems.
Therefore, according to the mechanism of the restraint subsystem and its interaction with
occupants, the restraint stiffness can be decomposed into the energy-absorbing goals and
stiffness design goals of each subsystem, so that the main parameters of the subsystem can
be calculated using the theoretical formula. Restraint stiffness decomposition realizes the
performance decoupling of the restraint system by dividing the restraint stiffness curves
of the area. For a bilinear restraint stiffness curve, this is usually divided into a seat belt
and airbag. The equivalent stiffness of the safety belt, the force limiting acceleration, and
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the equivalent stiffness of the airbag can be obtained from the restraint stiffness curve after
decomposition. By adjusting the seat belt stiffness, force limiting level, airbag vent size,
and airbag filling rate, the required bilinear restraint stiffness curve can be achieved.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a database of crash pulse, restraint system stiffness, and occupant
response was established using a vehicle–occupant crash analytical model. According
to the database, the coupling relationship of the crash pulse and restraint stiffness was
qualitatively analyzed from the perspective of the curve shape and peak value. Then,
combing with the GA and crash analytical model, a coupling optimization algorithm was
proposed, to design the parameters of the crash pulse and restraint stiffness using a specific
shape. Finally, the engineering feasibility of the coupling design was discussed. The main
conclusions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) For a crash pulse, the pulse shape is more important than the pulse parameters, and
the quality of the concave pulse, rectangular pulse, upward pulse, convex pulse, and
downward pulse decreases successively.

(2) For the restraint stiffness curve, the peak value of the curve is closely related to
the peak occupant acceleration. When the peak value is the same, the quality of
the restraint stiffness curve for an upward curve, convex curve, and concave curve
decreases successively.

(3) The crash pulse and restraint stiffness curve of a vehicle was optimized using the
proposed coupling optimization method, and the peak occupant acceleration was
decreased by 44%.

In summary, this paper studied a coupling design strategy for crash pulse and restraint
stiffness, which provides an effective method for occupant injury protection in traffic
accidents. Follow-up research will focus on the following aspects: (1) the parameters of the
symmetrical energy absorption structure of vehicle will be optimized with the target of the
crash pulse; (2) taking the crash pulse and restraint stiffness curve as the target, parameter
design of the vehicle structure and restraint system will be carried out; (3) the model will
be further improved to allow studying the coupling design of a multiple frontal impact test,
such as MPDB (mobile progressive deformable barrier) and SOB (small overlap barrier).
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